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Market Comment:
Both indexes lost some ground yesterday, as Belex15 slid
0.14% and Belexline lost 0.28%. Volumes were subdued
at €190k. Univerzal Banka traded half of that as there is
some reshuffling within the main shareholders.
NIS
appears to be losing steam. We expect a quiet end of the
week.

BELEX15

Company News:
Univerzal Banka: Delta exiting, Atlas Mont and Divljan buying
Some 20% of Univerzal Banka (UNBN) shares have exchanged
hands in the past month. Delta Holding (owned by businessman
Miskovic, charged with tax dodging), through its off-shore firms, is
being on the sell side, while Atlas Mont, the banking group from
Montenegro and Nebojsa Divljan, the Board member from
Univerzal, are on the buy side. Atlas Mont officials stated that their
intention is to buy up to 30% of the bank and subsequently perform
a capital increase (alone or with a foreign partner). They still
haven’t applied with the National Bank of Serbia for acquiring more
than 5% of the stake, a threshold for which the NBS needs to give
approval. On the other hand, Mr. Divljan has been granted the
licence to own up to 20% of UNBN. The bank has been loss
making since early 2012 and has been speculated to be one of the
candidates for going bust. It has an asset base of €260, around
1% of the total sector. (UNBN @ RSD351, down 6.4%, 25,487
shares traded) UNBN trades at a P/B 0.04, and has a mcap of
€1.8m. At its peak in 2007, the bank was valued at € 358m.
(Source: Blic/Beta) Ivan Radovic, (ivan.radovic@eurobank.rs, tel: +381 11
*multiples refer to Eurobank Brokerage Universe
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Most Traded Stocks
Symbol Closing Price
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Turnover (RSD)

UNBN

351

8,936,771

NIIS

842

5,791,053

IMLK

2,875

922,500

AIKB

1,457

823,040

ALFA

12,301

492,040
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and you agree that errors contained in such information shall not be made the basis for any claim, demand or cause of action against Eurobank or any Information
Provider. Eurobank believes its data and text services to be reliable, but accuracy is not warranted or guaranteed. The Document includes facts, views, opinions
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Eurobank and information providers expressly disclaim all warranties of any kind, express or implied, including without limitation any warranty of merchantability,
fitness for a particular purpose or non-infringement.
Neither Eurobank nor any of its information providers, parents, members, subsidiaries, affiliates, service providers, licensors, officers, directors or employees shall
be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, special or consequential damages arising out of or relating to this agreement or resulting from the use or the inability to
use the document, including but not limited to damages for loss of profits, use, data or other intangible damages, even if such party has been advised of the
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